ADVISORY SERVICES FOR CHARITIES

Fighting Fit
and Feeling
Fantastic?
If not we can help!

www.macintyrehudson.com

Our scalable approach

How are you
feeling?
Does your
charity need
a Fitness
Campaign?
Fit and Competent?
Fit and Proper?
Fit and Lean?
Fit for consumption?
Fit for Purpose?
Fit for Nothing?

Do you have a nagging doubt there is something wrong with
your charity?
Would you like a review that checks the critical issues and tells
you if there is anything significant that needs to be actioned?
Do you want a healthcheck to provide assurance that all is well,
but also tells you where you can improve your fitness?
Or do you already know things are of more concern and you
need to consult a specialist for some tailored work?
Are you concerned about how much this will cost?

Critical Risk Review

HealthChecks

Detailed Reviews

How can we become fitter?
At MHA MacIntyre Hudson we recognise that many charities
need to adopt a fitness campaign. Our reviews address six
key areas that can make the greatest difference.

Fit and Competent –
Governance Reviews
Consideration of governance structures, processes,
reporting, inputs and outputs, comparison with
sector guidance, the Good Governance Code and
best practice. Do management and trustees fit
together well? Help with assessing board competency
and setting an appropriate future framework.
Are you asking all the questions set in the Charity
Commission’s “Big Board talk”. Our team have been
advisers and trustees so know what works.

Fit and Proper – Tax
Reviews
Are you fulfilling the HMRC Fit and Proper Persons
requirements? Do you have concerns over VAT,
corporation tax, gift aid and tax efficient fundraising,
employment tax, trading? Are there planning
opportunities you have missed or are you worried you
may be facing a big liability and penalites? Specialists
in charity tax will help you.

Fit and Lean – Finance
Function Effectiveness
Does your finance function provide the support
that your organisation needs? Concerned about
your finance team structure, reporting, systems and
controls, and efficiency? Is your team fighting fit or
too flabby? Get the insight of people that have run
finance functions in charities of all sizes.

Fit for Consumption –
Appropriate and Compliant
Financial Reporting
Advice on how to communicate with your stakeholders
through statutory and non statutory reports, annual
reviews and impact reports. Are you worried about
all the changes happening in financial reporting?
Do you need advice on the Charities’ Statements of
Recommended Practice, whether you are a large or a
small charity? Our team have led the way in setting the
framework over decades.

Fit for Purpose – Internal
Audit Services
Are your systems up to scratch? Do you identify and
manage your risks effectively? Do your anti-fraud processes
fit the possible crime? Can you provide a positive answer
to the Charity Commission Annual Return question on
reviewing your internal controls? Our internal auditors only
work with not for profit organisations so will provide you
with appropriate tools.

Fit for Nothing –
Restructuring & Recovery or
Corporate Finance
Is your time up? No longer fit and healthy? Do you need
to restructure, merge or collaborate, or wind down in
an orderly manner? We have helped numerous charities
in this situation as well as having experience as Charity
Commission appointed Interim Managers.

A flexible approach
Our three level reviews enable you to decide the depth of
scrutiny you undertake and the areas you want to cover, but
with an ability to scale up the review should you wish.

Critical Risk Reviews
•
•
•
•

Interview and questionnaire based
Some limited examination of documentation
Brief written report highlighting
critical risks and possible action
Fixed price

Healthchecks
•
•
•

•

Work undertaken onsite
Interviews and examination of documentation
Formal written reports providing
assurance over your fitness and
highlighting where you could
improve
Fixed price

Detailed Reviews
•
•
•

Bespoke review with all aspects of
the approach tailored to your needs
Comprehensive written reports and
presentations
Fees – agreed in advance based on
scope

*Critical Risk Reviews and Healthchecks will focus on one area, but where the matter is more complex or covers more than one area, requiring different specialists from our team being involved, the fee will be proportionately higher.

Get in touch
If you would like further information please contact us

Follow us

+ 44 (0) 20 7429 4100

@MHupdates

webenquiries@mhllp.co.uk
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